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Presentation Notes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGoCtJzPHkU&list=RDPGoCtJzPHkU#t=0 Play music while pupils are coming into the hall (Titanium) – leave the slide on freeze



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce the old saying, talk around the subject, explaining that it doesn’t work…. We remember things that are said to us even if they are said in the heat of the moment – you could talk about a personal experience or make up a friend who still remembers when they used to be picked on and called ‘big ears’.You can now either play the video (extrememly emotive video and is upto you) or you could use one of the examples provided to talk about verbal bullying 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=xSGB_ZP0BKHSiM&tbnid=4nrGylEw7keaxM:&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.cindybultema.com/2013/03/27/sticks-stones-broken-bones/&ei=UrAtVOO4AuyS7AbnwIGQAw&bvm=bv.76802529,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNFUcthOSx9r7b5CVXrndAp9H7sO6w&ust=1412366624225981


Video 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ntq4IV38FRsUse either: Fizzy drinks can/scrunched up paper or wood with nail in it to show the effect that verbal bullying can have on peopleFizzy Can (there is only so much shaking that a can will take before it explodes and all the drink comes out (emotions/feelings).Piece of paper: Every time someone says something the paper is scrunched … when we open the paper there are creazes which can’t be removedWood and nail: Every time someone says something it is like hammering a nail into the wood, even when or if the person says sorry, we pull the nail out and the mark is still there… verbal bullying can and will scare people.

http://lh4.ggpht.com/-JAYkvxGGNQU/UTiWeCg3GFI/AAAAAAAAHHE/wx4jbnyQcgQ/s1600-h/sticks and stones[8].jpg
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Presentation Notes
Use either: Fizzy drinks can/scrunched up paper or wood with nail in it to show the effect that verbal bullying can have on peopleFizzy Can (there is only so much shaking that a can will take before it explodes and all the drink comes out (emotions/feelings).Piece of paper: Every time someone says something the paper is scrunched … when we open the paper there are creazes which can’t be removedWood and nail: Every time someone says something it is like hammering a nail into the wood, even when or if the person says sorry, we pull the nail out and the mark is still there… verbal bullying can and will scare people.

http://www.gifbay.com/gif/hitman_dog_goes_for_the_double_kill-40300/
http://indianapublicmedia.org/eartheats/files/2011/02/coke-can2.jpg


Bullying Definition 

Bullying is unwanted, aggressive 
behaviour that involves a real or 

perceived power imbalance.  
 

The behaviour is repeated, or has 
the potential to be repeated, over 

time.  
 



– An Imbalance of Power: People who bully use their 
power—such as physical strength, access to 
embarrassing information, or popularity—to control 
or harm others. Power imbalances can change over 
time and in different situations, even if they involve 
the same people. 

– Repetition: Bullying behaviours happen more than 
once or have the potential to happen more than once. 

 

Bullying includes actions such as making threats, 
spreading rumours, attacking someone physically 
or verbally, and excluding someone from a group 
on purpose. 
 

Bullying behaviour 



Verbal bullying 

Verbal bullying is saying or writing mean 
things: 

– Teasing 
– Name-calling 
– Inappropriate sexual comments 
– Taunting 
– Threatening to cause harm 

 



Anti-Bullying 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EA5C-

1N_r1w 
 

ARDEN 
SEE …. 
SAY…. 

SUPPORT….. 
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Presentation Notes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EA5C-1N_r1wA nice video to end on a positive note- you can use this video if you don’t use the video at the beginning.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EA5C-1N_r1w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EA5C-1N_r1w


 

http://tgimpage.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/insults.jpg


http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-lFYWMBk3xA4/Udw58lNwgJI/AAAAAAAAD6I/U151uyzNEsg/s1600/sticksandstones.png
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